
 
 

Open call / residency 
for researchers, curators and artists 

in Tbilisi at GeoAIR 
	  
 

GeoAIR announces two open calls for artists/curators/researchers. 
Both open calls are related to the Chess Palace in Tbilisi, as part of the 

bigger artistic project concerning this place. 
 

First open call is for January 2016 and addressed to individuals who are 
interested to conduct a research on the Chess Palace in Tbilisi. 

 
Second open call is for April - May 2016 and addresses artists/researchers 

to create art project on the related topics. 
 
 
 

 
Source: Architecture of the Soviet Georgia, T.Kvirkvelia, N. Mgaloblishvili, Stroiizdat, 1986 
 



 
 

Open call / residency 
for researchers, curators and artists 

in Tbilisi at GeoAIR 
	  
 
 
 
 
 
The project aims to rethink the role of Soviet Modernist architectural heritage in Tbilisi 
through the case of the Chess Palace building and surrounding public space with its complex 
transformation after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The larger goal also concerns bringing 
research-based contemporary art practice closer to wider public and make creativity more 
contextual and engaged in transforming the complexity of the environment we inhabit. 
 
With this project we want to research on several topics connected to a particular building iTbilisi, 
the Chess Palace (built between 1974- 1976 by architects V. Aleksi-Meskhishvili (1915-1978),  
G. Gudushauri). This building is a good example of the Soviet Modernist architecture. 
Unfortunately, it also mirrors social and economic transformations characterizing most of post-
socialist countries. As there are not enough financial means from the State to maintain the 
building entirely for the purposes it was built for, it is partly rented out to private businesses, by 
new vendors attention is not paid to preserving original appearance of characteristics of Soviet 
Modernism. Facilities are turned into commercial zones such as restaurants, gambling places, 
etc. Building is also placed in a public park. But since also public space gets more and more 
privatized through commercial food facilities, the access to this leisure space also becomes quite 
limited. 
  
 
 
 
Fees to be covered: 
 
800 € residency fee per month (including accommodation, utilities, office / Archidrome - archive 
and the library, residency hosting) 
Flight to and from Tbilisi 
Everyday expenses (estimated at 25 € per day) 
Working budget (depends on the specifics of the proposed project) 
GeoAIR will provide invitation letter and other important documents needed for obtaining funding. 
 
GeoAIR’s contribution – assistance and translations, working budget for the research (obtaining 
archival material, publications, etc.) 
 
Deadline for the application 
For January: November 30th 2015, 18:00 Georgia Time 
For April-May: December 20th 2015, 18:00 Georgia Time 
 
Completed application form should be submitted in one email to: residency@geoair.ge 
Please, indicate in the subject line: open call January or April - May Chess Palace 


